2006 s60r

The Good All-wheel drive; multiple chassis settings; muscular styling; Volvo safety. The Bad
Mediocre iPod integration; harsh ride on inch wheels; chin spoiler prone to damage in everyday
driving. The Bottom Line A high-tech chassis and transmission keep the Volvo S60 R firmly on
the road, but its interior tech is stuck in the last millennium. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay
on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you to read.
Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. But the S60 R ups the ante with
a host of computer-controlled functions to both produce speed and keep it under control. With
styling befitting its capabilities, especially when outfitted with our test car's Sport Body
Package, the S60 R looks the part both inside and out. Fortunately, the driving doesn't
disappoint. A microprocessor-controlled six-speed automatic drives all four wheels via Volvo's
Four-C continuously controlled chassis concept adaptive suspension, with three chassis
settings available depending on conditions and mood. The R-specification engine is a 2. Dual
overhead cams featuring continuously variable timing on both the intake and exhaust valves
keep the engine from wheezing before the turbo spools up. But Volvo didn't completely take
leave of its brand identity in outfitting the S60 R, as a host of safety and a few green features
round out the otherwise brawny package. The provocative and comfortable Volvo S60 R evinces
the dual nature of this performance car from the safety company. The gauges, unique to the R
models, have familiar readable Volvo digits in silver on a soft-blue background and silver
watch-dial bezels, a nice combination. An aluminum cover for the automatic shifter is another
R-only touch, as are the power-adjusted full leather sport seats, which were black in our car,
with blue stitching matching the exterior. The pleasantly thick steering wheel has audio and
cruise controls at thumb's reach. Dual-zone climate controls are well laid out, with a pictogram
and large buttons to direct airflow without any fuss. The attractive gauges in the R version of
the S60 have blue faces and watch-dial bezels. Sound from the premium audio system comes
through 13 speakers controlled by Dolby Pro Logic II surround. We found the quality well
balanced, without too much bass or treble. The audio system includes an iPod adapter, but we
weren't impressed by its performance. The adapter for the iPod uses a jack meant for a disc
changer and fools the system into thinking that the first 10 playlists on the iPod are CDs. You
can navigate the playlists, but they don't display any track information. From the outside, like
the rest of the Volvo family, the S60 R has a softer line than cars from the recent era of
refrigerator-influenced styling from the Swedes. Now curvy at the corners and with pleasant
details such as the waist-high contour running the length of the body to form the taillight's
cutout shape, Volvo's sedans haven't suffered unduly under Ford design influence. Maintaining
brand styling despite a shift from longtime familiarity is no mean feat but can be said to have
been accomplished here. The Volvo S60 R feels purposeful the moment you sit behind the
wheel, and the engine fires with a suggestive growl from the exhaust. The car steps away
smartly from rest, and the feeling of involvement is immediate, the ride noticeably tight even
with the chassis in the Comfort setting. The microprocessor-controlled, six-speed Geartronic
automatic transmission, an R-only option, has a Sport mode for slightly higher shift points in
the first two gears. Volvo's Auto-Stick feature allows manual gear selection and offers
reasonably quick response, although we wondered if the six-speed manual might not have felt
more engaging. Power is plentiful throughout the aluminum engine's rev range. Usable torque
pound-feet is available from low revs 1,rpm , thanks to dual wide-range valve-timing variability.
But it's when the turbocharger is at full tilt that this motor takes on a different character. With
DSTC and active yaw control directing the power to all four wheels, the Volvo S60 R stays
planted and pointed in the right direction. These electronic aids can be switched off with a very
deliberate sequence of button presses, but it takes lots of pedal pushing to invoke them
anyway. Our car's optional inch wheels and Pirelli P-Zero tires gave excellent grip and feel
through the variable-assist steering. But they contributed to a sometimes jarring ride, and
pairing them with the Sport Body Package's chin spoiler gives every speed bump or driveway
entrance the potential to require a trip to the body shop. The chassis doesn't offer any
ride-height adjustment, but the three electronically adjustable modes--Comfort, Sport, and
Advanced--are suitably different. The Advanced mode dictates sharper throttle response and
minimal shock-absorber movement for reduced body sway, and it would make a track day in the
Volvo a lot of fun. Braking is done via four-piston Brembo calipers proudly on display through
the five-spoke wheels, clamping on big ventilated discs all around. ABS is naturally standard, as
is electronic brake distribution for panic stops. Fuel economy is EPA rated at 18mpg in the city
and 25mpg on the highway, which is not unreasonable in a sedan capable of mph. Perhaps
secondary to buyers of this particular Volvo, safety is nonetheless taken as seriously in the S60
R as with the rest of the lineup. Dual-stage front driver and passenger air bags, along with
side-curtain air bags, line the passenger compartment, which itself has a host of safety-cage
elements intended to transfer or dissipate the energy of a collision from any direction. The Side

Impact Protection System includes a carefully reinforced body structure and transverse tubes
under the front seats to transfer force to the other side of the body. Energy-absorbing materials
are used for door panels and trim. The car also includes Volvo's antiwhiplash system, which
allows seat backs to both move and tilt backward, giving more gently in two stages should a
relatively low-speed up to 20mph rear-end collision occur. The steering column is designed to
collapse telescopically in two places in a head-on collision. An interesting environmental touch
Volvo has been offering on production vehicles since is PremAir, a catalytic coating on the
radiator that converts ozone in the air passing over it into oxygen. Another unexpected
feature--this one optional--was power-folding rear headrests, presumably for easier folding of
the rear seat backs but with the added benefit of being able to improve rear visibility from the
front seat. Volvo dealer. Pricing Unavailable. Get Price. Cabin tech 6. Performance tech 8.
Design 9. Roadshow Volvo Volvo S60 R. Best Cars See all Chrysler Pacifica. Discuss Volvo S60
R. I bought my S60R used with 63, miles and drove it 2, miles the first five days a lot of travel.
The car was comfortable, and I never felt tired after a long drive. The Comfort suspension
setting does imitate a luxury ride, but make no mistake: this is a sports car attempting to give
you a little more comfort if needed. The Volvo S60 R was made for the Sport suspension setting.
This car is reliable, handles excellent, provides ample low to mid-range torque, and inspires
confidence in the driver. For me: City 22mpg, Highway 28mpg. If you want to drive this car with
a heavy foot, expect less. This car is the perfect balance between the daily driver and weekend
warrior. In a matter of a second my fuel sipping, turbo spooling Saab, as well as my ego, plowed
into a short bus. Literally A week later Saab went bust. The adjustable suspension and stereo
are amazing. This car does take some getting used to, however. The turning circle makes you
think of Kirstie Alley trying to do gymnastics, when in a parking lot. Once you unleash it on the
road however, all of that disappears as fast the cars in your rear view mirror. This S60R has had
chronic suspension and alignment problems such that all 4 tires were cupped after miles. Of the
4 tires, the right-rear tire has the worst cupping. Attempts by the dealer to fix problem were not
initially pursued and are now reluctantly pursued. The car performs at its best with quality 93
octane gasoline. By quality I mean from Shell, Exxon, Chevron, etc. Any low quality gas or
under 93 octane and you will have a non turbo S60 2. Also, it is important to have the foot on the
entire accelerator pedal for best results. City driving and hard acceleration now and then, yields
mpg. Almost nobody knows what is under the hood, so it is fun to see other drivers trying to
race you from light to light and being left behind every single time. The S60 R is an outstanding
car. I recommend this car to everybody. The best feature of this car is the active chassis setting.
You really see the difference in handling on the different road types. The performance of the car
is great. My transmission is auto, the manual trans take away one full sec from The quality of
the interior is excellent; you will see all the gizmos that the car has. The space of the back seats
is very small. But if you have kids just buy a mini van. If you are going to buy a Volvo s60r I
recommend you to buy the sport body option. This option gives the car the sporty look that will
turn head. This car is also AWD; basically the car is glue to the road. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the S View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review
See all S60s for sale. Sponsored cars related to the S Sign Up. An elegant luxury sedan or a
sleek sport sedan? The Volvo S60 can fill both of these roles, though not with the grace of some
German rivals. Remember the days when Volvo cars were universally thought of as boxy,
boring, and sensible? OK, some of you may still think that, but in the past eight years, the
Swedish company has embraced softer design and sharper driving dynamics to expand its
audience beyond safety-conscious suburban parents. It started with the introduction of the
sleek C70 in and the curvaceous S80 in , and then continued with the debut of the midsize S60
for the model year. Without sacrificing any of the usual Volvo trademarks such as safety and
upscale features, Volvo has positioned the S60 as a stylish, sporty sedan, a car that would
appeal to someone who likes to drive. Engines are turbocharged and suspension tuning in the
S60 is tighter than you might expect, although it's still not firm to the level of most German
sport sedans. With ample power and vise-grip brakes, the S60 can hustle through canyons at a
brisk pace -- just don't expect to keep up with BMWs forever. Inside, the Volvo S60 is larger in
dimensions than most of the compact entry-level luxury sedans it competes with, and it's
equipped with incredibly comfortable seats and, of course, all of the latest safety equipment is
on board as well. Volvo's somewhat enigmatic climate control system makes for unnecessary
fiddling now and then, but for the most part, the S60's interior uses high-quality components
and a functional design. But would you want to buy one? That probably depends on what you
are looking for. If you have owned Volvo cars in the past and want one that's sportier, the Volvo
S60 would be an excellent match for you. One other thing to keep in mind: Most Volvo S60
models don't come with a great deal of luxury content, and a couple thousand dollars' worth of

options are usually necessary to create an upscale ambience -- at which point some of its
competitors might begin to seem like a better value. Four trim levels are available on the Volvo
S60 -- base 2. The four vary on the basis of standard equipment and engine type. The 2. The T5
comes with upgraded trim and a power passenger seat. Options include an excellent speaker
Dolby sound system with a four-disc CD changer, a DVD-based navigation system, an adaptive
suspension, inch wheels, leather upholstery, heated seats and a sunroof. The Volvo S60 2. The
T5 is the most powerful S60 with its hp, 2. Both the 2. Automanual functionality is available on
all models except the 2. Safety features include side airbags for front occupants, side curtain
airbags for front and rear passengers, anti-submarine seats and whiplash-reducing head
restraints. Stability control is standard on the T5 and optional for all other models. In
government crash testing, the Volvo S60 scored four out of five stars for the driver and front
passenger in the frontal impact category. Side-impact scores were five stars for both front- and
rear-seat occupants. In frontal offset crash testing, the S60 received a "Good" rating overall the
best possible. The base S60 2. The T5 should be your choice if you like to do things quickly but
don't mind some turbo lag. Overall, the Volvo S60 provides a smooth, serene ride that veers
more toward comfort than sport. These Volvo cars hold the road well when driven around twists
and turns, but when pushed hard, they can't maintain the composure of sportier rivals. What's
more, bumps and ruts tend to upset the chassis more so than in other entry-luxury sedans. The
steering is relatively quick but lacks road feel, while the brakes provide strong stopping power.
The interior of the Volvo S60 is functional but doesn't feel upscale unless you add options like
leather upholstery. The controls are nicely weighted; although, the pictograms depicting the
various functions can be difficult to understand. There is seating for five, but rear passengers
may find legroom tight. The front seats always receive the highest accolades, with a blend of
cushioning and support and a myriad of controls that allow variously sized bodies to fit
comfortably. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car
you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find
cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Volvo S60 R. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Volvo lease specials Check out Volvo S60 lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Doesn't handle with true sport sedan precision, expensive optional
equipment, turbo lag and torque steer in the T5 model, tight rear legroom. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the S60 for sale near you. See
Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , the base 2. Both the AWD and T5 models get new alloy
wheel designs. Read more. Write a review See all 97 reviews. The best of both worlds. I bought
my S60R used with 63, miles and drove it 2, miles the first five days a lot of travel. The car was
comfortable, and I never felt tired after a long drive. The Comfort suspension setting does
imitate a luxury ride, but make no mistake: this is a sports car attempting to give you a little
more comfort if needed. The Volvo S60 R was made for the Sport suspension setting. This car is
reliable, handles excellent, provides ample low to mid-range torque, and inspires confidence in
the driver. For me: City 22mpg, Highway 28mpg. If you want to drive this car with a heavy foot,
expect less. This car is the perfect balance between the daily driver and weekend warrior. Read
less. For a Type R Personality. In a matter of a second my fuel sipping, turbo spooling Saab, as
well as my ego, plowed into a short bus. Literally A week later Saab went bust. The adjustable
suspension and stereo are amazing. This car does take some getting used to, however. The
turning circle makes you think of Kirstie Alley trying to do gymnastics, when in a parking lot.
Once you unleash it on the road however, all of that disappears as fast the cars in your rear
view mirror. This S60R has had chronic suspension and
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alignment problems such that all 4 tires were cupped after miles. Of the 4 tires, the right-rear
tire has the worst cupping. Attempts by the dealer to fix problem were not initially pursued and

are now reluctantly pursued. The car performs at its best with quality 93 octane gasoline. By
quality I mean from Shell, Exxon, Chevron, etc. Any low quality gas or under 93 octane and you
will have a non turbo S60 2. Also, it is important to have the foot on the entire accelerator pedal
for best results. City driving and hard acceleration now and then, yields mpg. Almost nobody
knows what is under the hood, so it is fun to see other drivers trying to race you from light to
light and being left behind every single time. See all 97 reviews of the Used Volvo S60 R. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the S Sign Up.

